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Abstract

Carrying high concentrations of dissolved salt, ocean water is a good electrical conduc-
tor. As sea-water flows through the Earth’s ambient geomagnetic field, electric fields
are generated, which in turn induce secondary magnetic fields. In current models for
oceanic induced magnetic fields, a realistic consideration of sea-water conductivity is5

often neglected and the effect on the variability of the oceanic induced magnetic field
unknown. To model magnetic fields that are induced by non-tidal global ocean cur-
rents, an electromagnetic induction model is implemented into the Ocean Model for
Circulation and Tides (OMCT). This provides the opportunity to not only model oceanic
induced magnetic signals, but to assess the impact of oceanographic phenomena on10

the induction process. In this paper, the sensitivity of the induction process due to spa-
tial and temporal variations in sea-water conductivity is investigated. It is shown that
assuming an ocean-wide uniform conductivity is insufficient to accurately capture the
temporal variability of the magnetic signal. Using instead a realistic global sea-water
conductivity distribution increases the temporal variability of the magnetic field up to15

45 %. Especially vertical gradients in sea-water conductivity prove to be a key factor
for the variability of the oceanic induced magnetic field. However, temporal variations
of sea-water conductivity only marginally affect the magnetic signal.

1 Introduction

The principle of electromagnetic induction due to water flow is long known and was20

first described by Faraday (1832). As the oceans move through the Earth’s ambient
geomagnetic field, salt-ions in ocean water are deflected by the Lorentz force. Thereby,
spatial accumulations of electric charge are formed, leading to the generation of electric
currents, which in turn induce secondary magnetic fields. This process is often referred
to as “motional induction”. Fundamental theoretical work in the modern investigation of25

ocean generated electric fields was done by Larsen (1968) and Sanford (1971). Chave
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(1983) discussed electromagnetic induction due to ocean dynamics and the effects of
coastlines and the electrical structure of the Earth. With the advance in computational
power, ocean models and data have been used in studies to estimate motionally in-
duced magnetic signals. Stephenson and Bryan (1992); Tyler et al. (1997) and Manoj
et al. (2006) focused on motional induction due to global ocean circulation, while Tyler5

et al. (2003); Kuvshinov et al. (2006); Dostal et al. (2012) and Schnepf et al. (2014)
discussed the modelling and observation of electromagnetic fields due to ocean tides.
Flosadóttir et al. (1997) and Vivier et al. (2004) investigated electromagnetic fields on
a regional scale, focusing on the North Atlantic circulation and the Antarctic Circum-
polar Current. A comprehensive review of modelling electromagnetic induction in the10

ocean was conducted by Kuvshinov (2008). Despite the varying research in these stud-
ies focuses on different oceanographic processes and spatio-temporal scales, there is
a consensus regarding the small variability of the oceanic induced magnetic field and
its difficult detectability and separability from other magnetic signals in satellite data.
In many regions, the crustal magnetic field has comparable or higher amplitudes in15

satellite measurements which makes it challenging to separate both contributions (Ku-
vshinov, 2008). The temporal variability of the oceanic induced magnetic field, however,
distinguishes it from the static crustal field.

In the above mentioned studies, sea-water conductivity is treated in different ways.
Both, homogeneous and inhomogeneous sea-water conductivity distributions are20

used. In addition, sea-water conductivity is assumed either constant or variable in time.
Most often, a globally uniform value is used instead of a realistic conductivity distribu-
tion in the ocean. Sea-water conductivity can be derived from salinity and temperature,
where the temperature is the predominant component. Both exhibit large spatial varia-
tions in the ocean and evolve in time. The typical mean conductivity of sea-water lies in25

the range of 3–4 Sm−1. Strongest changes in sea-water conductivity occur above the
main thermocline, with highest values reaching up to 6 Sm−1. Chave and Luther (1990)
investigated the effect of vertically varying sea-water conductivty on low-frequency, mo-
tionally induced electromagnetic fields on a theoretical basis, considering different one-
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dimensional vertical conductivity profiles. The influence of a realistic three-dimensional
and time-varying sea-water conductivity on the variability of magnetic fields which are
induced by the ocean global circulation is still unknown.

The aim of this study is to examine the spatial and temporal influence of sea-water
conductivity on the variability of the motionally induced magnetic field in the framework5

of an ocean global circulation model. This allows to answer the question wether it is
necessary to account for a realistic sea-water conductivity distribution in the ocean and
which simplifications are justifiable in order to capture the variability of the magnetic
field accurately. Therefore, an electromagnetic induction model is coupled to an ocean
global circulation model. The two models and the experiment setup are described in10

Sect. 2 of this paper. In Sect. 3, the results are presented and discussed. In Sect. 4,
the conclusions are drawn and a summary is given.

2 Methodology

2.1 Global ocean model

The Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT, Thomas et al., 2001; Dobslaw15

and Thomas, 2007) is used to model and simulate the global ocean circulation. The
model is based on non-linear balance equations for momentum, the continuity equa-
tion, and conservation equations for heat and salt. In our configuration, the baroclinic
ocean global circulation model (OGCM) uses a horizontal resolution of 1.875◦×1.875◦,
13 layers in the vertical and a time-step of 30 min. The hydrostatic and the Boussi-20

nesq approximations are applied, whereas the correction of artifical mass change due
to the Boussinesq approximation follows Greatbatch (1994). Tidal flows are not con-
sidered in this configuration, as the focus lies solely on global circulation patterns. To
generate a realistic distribution and temporal variability of sea-water conductivity and
ocean velocities, the model is forced with heat-flux, wind-stress, surface-pressure, pre-25

cipitation and evaporation, which are based on 6 hourly ERA-Interim products from the
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European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, Dee et al., 2011).
Additionally, the model is forced with daily river-runoff from the Land Surface Discharge
Model (LSDM, Dill, 2008) which is also forced by the ECMWF-Interim data.

In this configuration, the OMCT realistically resolves the main features of ocean
global circulation, e.g., the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and Western Boundary Cur-5

rents (see Sect. 3 and Dobslaw and Thomas (2007), esp. Figs. 6 and 7). Eddies and
other small-scale features are not resolved by the current configuration of the OMCT.
These features have a considerable effect on the motionally induced magnetic field at
sea-surface. Due to the smoothing effect of the upwardly continuation to satellite alti-
tude, however, the small-scale features are neither visible in the spatial pattern of the10

magnetic signal at satellite altitude nor affecting the estimated strength of the mag-
netic signal (Vennerstrom et al., 2005). In the present study, the focus lies therefore
on large-scale ocean global circulation patterns that predominantly characterize the
oceanic induced magnetic signal at both sea-surface and satellite altitude. Neverthe-
less, the findings of the experiments in this study are applicable to both eddy-resolving15

models and models of tidal motion.

2.2 Electromagnetic induction model

The electromagnetic induction model is based on a 2-D induction equation and fol-
lows the same model approach as Vivier et al. (2004) and Tyler et al. (1997). Vertical
ocean flow velocities are neglected and a thin-shell approximation is used which con-20

tains depth-integrated and conductivity-weighted horizontal flow and induced electric
currents. The atmosphere and upper mantle are treated as insulators (Vivier et al.,
2004; Parkinson and Hutton, 1989). Using this approach, the radial component of the
motionally induced primary poloidal magnetic field is calculated. The primary toroidal
oceanic induced magnetic signals are not considered in this study, since these are25

confined to the oceans and cannot be measured from the outside. Nevertheless, the
toroidal component couples with the large conductivity contrasts between the oceans
and continents, which leads to the generation of secondary poloidal magnetic signals
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along the oceanic shorelines (Dostal et al., 2012; Szuts, 2010). In this study, only the
primary poloidal induced magnetic signatures are considered that directly originate
from large-scale ocean global circulation and that can be recorded at both sea surface
and satellite altitude.

According to Vivier et al. (2004), the induced electric currents in the horizontal plane5

can be expressed as an electric stream function ψe which leads to a scalar model
equation derived from Ampere’s Law and Ohm’s Law:

∇ ·
(
Σ−1∇ψe

)
= ∇ ·

Σ−1Fz

∫
h

σuHdz

 . (1)

Here, h is the variable height of the thin shell according to the bathymetry, Σ is the
depth-integrated conductivity, σ is the conductivity at a given point, Fz is the radial part10

of the Earth’s ambient geomagnetic field and uH is the horizontal ocean flow velocity.
Fz is derived from the POMME-6 Magnetic Model of the Earth and uH is prognostically
calculated with OMCT. The induced magnetic field br is then calculated from the stream
function ψe using spherical harmonic expansion:

br (φ,ϑ,r) =
jmax∑
j=0

j∑
m=−j

1
2

µ0

r
ψjm
(a
r

)j+1
(j +1)Yjm(φ,ϑ). (2)15

Here, φ and ϑ are longitudinal and colatitudinal coordinates on the sphere, µ0 is the
permeability of free space, a is the Earth’s radius, r is the height above sea level,
ψjm and Yjm(φ,ϑ) are the spherical harmonic coefficients and functions. The spher-
ical harmonic coefficients are calculated according to Driscoll and Healy (1994). In
consequence of applying a spherical harmonic expansion, this approach gives the op-20

portunity to easily calculate the motionally induced magnetic field at both sea level
and satellite altitude. The ocean model’s horizontal resolution of 1.875◦×1.875◦ corre-
sponds to a global grid size of 194×96 grid cells. In order to prevent aliasing effects
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that would otherwise occur during grid transformations, the maximum degree and order
of the spherical harmonic expansion jmax is limited to 47 = 96

2 −1 (Driscoll and Healy,
1994).

Additionally, the thin shell is allowed to include an underlying layer of conductive
sediments. Therefore, a global sediment conductance map has been derived using5

the method described by Everett et al. (2003) and sediment thicknesses of Laske and
Masters (1997).

2.3 Sea-water conductivity distribution experiments

The OMCT prognostically calculates ocean velocities, salt and temperature distribu-
tions at every time step (Thomas et al., 2001). The variables are subsampled and10

stored daily over the simulation period of one year. From OMCT salt and temperature
values the sea-water conductivity is estimated using the transformation method from
Apel (1987), resulting in 3-D spatio-temporal variable conductivity distributions.

In order to assess the influence of sea-water conductivity distributions on the mo-
tional induction process, three simulation experiments are performed. For all three ex-15

periments the motionally induced magnetic field is calculated using different distribu-
tions of sea-water conductivity, but from the same previously stored OMCT velocities
and the same background magnetic field. For the first experiment (“constant conductiv-
ity experiment”), a globally uniform and constant in time mean sea-water conductivity of
3.5Sm−1 is applied at every grid point and every time step. For the second experiment20

(“spatially-variable-conductivity experiment”), the previously stored three dimensional
and temporal variable conductivity distribution is processed. Annual mean values are
derived from the conductivity distribution for every grid point, resulting in a 3-D vari-
able but time-constant conductivity. For the third experiment (“spatio-temporal-variable-
conductivity experiment”), the fully spatio-temporal variable conductivity distribution is25

utilized to calculate the induced magnetic fields.
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3 Results and discussion

The annual mean gobal sea-water conductivity distribution at sea surface and two
representative longitudinal depth-profiles is depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Note, that this
conductivity distribution exhibits both horizontal and vertical gradients, affecting the
conductivity-weighting of the horizontal ocean velocities uH (see Eq. 1). Due to high5

temperature and salinity values, the highest values of up to 6Sm−1 occur in equato-
rial and some coastal regions. A decrease of conductivity arises in polward directions
where lower temperature and salinity values occur. The depth profiles show that the
least conducting areas are located in polar regions and lower parts of the ocean basin
with values as low as 2.5Sm−1. In comparison to equatorial regions, depth-profiles10

in polar areas show an inverted conductivity gradient with lowest values in the upper
ocean.

When using a gobally uniform sea-water conductivity, the signals of the motionally
induced magnetic field at sea level due to global ocean circulation range from −5 to
4 nT at sea level altitude. Mean values over the simulation period are in the range of −415

to 3 nT (Fig. 3). The local standard deviation reaches up to 10 % of the signal strength
(Fig. 4). The strongest signals and variabilities occur in the area of the Antarctic Cir-
cumpolar Current (ACC). The characteristic separation into one postitive part east of
Australia and one negative part west of Australia are caused by the shape of the Earth’s
ambient geomagnetic field. Additional features are visible, e.g., the North Atlantic circu-20

lation and Western Boundary Currents along the eastern coasts of South Africa, South
America or Japan. The results of the motionally induced magnetic field show good
agreement with previous studies, e.g., Fig. 2 in Vivier et al. (2004) and Fig. 3 in Manoj
et al. (2006). Vivier et al. (2004) compared motionally induced magnetic fields and their
variability as calculated by three different ocean general circulation models (OGCM).25

For all three calculations, the same depth-integrated conductivity transport from one
of the OGCMs is used. Manoj et al. (2006) utilized a mean sea-water conductivity of
3.2Sm−1.
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In order to assess the influence of the 3-D sea-water conductivity distribution on
the variability of the magnetic signal, results from the constant conductivity experiment
and spatially-variable-conductivity experiment are compared. Figure 5 shows the differ-
ence in the standard deviation of the magnetic signal, relative to the spatially-variable-
conductivity experiment. Positive values indicate that using spatially variable conduc-5

tivity profiles results in a larger temporal variability of br , whereas negative values state
the opposite effect. Dominant positive areas are located in the zonal limits of 45◦ S and
45◦N with values up to 45 %. The strongest negative areas, however, predominantly
reside beyond 50◦ S and 50◦N, reaching values up to −20 %. The most prominent
positive features can be found in the Indian Ocean. Additional positive features are10

located in the area of the Kuroshio current, Agulhas current, east of Australia, along
the equatorial jet in the Pacific Ocean, in the Gulf Stream and in the south Atlantic
Ocean along the Brazil current. The signatures of the Western Boundary Currents
can clearly be identified. Most prominemt negative features are located in the area of
the Aleutian Islands and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Note, that comparing the15

spatially-variable-conductivity experiment to other uniform conductivity distributions in-
stead of 3.5Sm−1 will change patterns (especially zero-crossings) and strength of the
values shown in Fig. 5. The result of a local under- and over-estimation still holds.

The high changes in temporal variability of the induced magnetic field and their spa-
tial pattern are only partly explained by the horizontal conductivity distribution in the20

spatially-variable conductivity experiment (compare Figs. 1 and 5). Therefore, the dif-
ference between the depth-mean conductivity of the spatially-variable-conductivity ex-
periment and the globally constant conductivity of the constant conductivity experiment
are calculated. The differences are divided by the globally constant conductivity and
illustrated in Fig. 6, showing the relative increase or decrease of the depth-mean con-25

ductivity at any point. The values reside in the range of ±60 % (peak to peak), whereas
most changes reside in the range of ±20 %. An increase emerges in areas where the
surface conductivity lies above the mean of 3.5Sm−1 and water-depth is comparably
small. Largest decrease occurs in areas where the surface conductivity lies below the
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mean (see Figs. 2 and 6). Particularly, coastal regions and oceanic ridges form promi-
nent features, e.g., Central Indian Ridge and East Pacific Rise. The comparison of
the conductivity differences (Fig. 6) and changes in the variability of the magnetic field
(Fig. 5) shows much more agreement than Figs. 1 and 5. Before the depth-integration
over the water column according to the thin-shell approximation (Eq. 1), ocean flow ve-5

locities are multiplied by their specific conductivity. Consequently, ocean flow velocities
are weighted by a comparably high conductivity in areas of positive changes in depth-
mean conductivity or by a comparably low conductivity in areas of negative changes
(see Fig. 6). This effect is visible around Indonesia, east of Australia in the Pacific
Ocean and in the north Atlantic Ocean (compare Fig. 5). Again, the general findings10

also hold for other globally uniform conductivies than 3.5Sm−1.
However, in areas where the most prominent changes in magnetic field variability

arise, i.e., Indian Ocean, Aleutian Islands, mid Pacific Ocean and south Atlantic Ocean,
only few significant changes in the depth-mean conductivity are visible. These discrep-
ancies are explained by vertical gradients of the conductivity, together with near surface15

ocean flow velocities and their large temporal variability. Figures 7 and 8 show annual
mean depth-integrated ocean flow velocities over the upper 1040 m and their standard
deviation. The water column thickness of approximately one kilometer is chosen, since
the largest deviations in conductivity from the mean occur in this layer (compare Fig. 2).
In this layer, high ocean flow velocities and variability are weighted by an above-average20

conductivity in the areas of the Gulf Stream, Indian Ocean, mid Paficic Ocean (compare
Figs. 2 and 8). This leads to an amplification of the magnetic field variability, although
the depth-mean conductivity is similiar to the globally constant conductivity used in the
constant conductivity experiment. In addition, ocean currents are much more visible in
the variability of the magnetic signal (see Figs. 4 and 5). Since the variability of the mo-25

tionally induced magnetic signal destinguishes the oceanic contribution from the static
crustal field, this is a key feature for the detection of global ocean flow in satellite data.
The opposite effect occurs in high latitudes. In the Arctic Ocean, around the Aleutian
Islands and in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, high ocean flow velocities and vari-
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ability in the upper layer are weighted by a below-average conductivity. Here, this leads
to a relative dampening of the magnetic field variability.

In order to identify the influence of temporal variability of the conductivity distribu-
tion on motional induction, results from the spatially-variable-conductivity experiment
and spatio-temporal-variable-conductivity experiment are compared. As opposed to5

the change of standard deviation induced by spatial conductivity gradients, only negli-
gible differences are determined, which is based on the very small temporal variability
of the conductivity distribution. The standard deviation does not exceed 0.7Sm−1 at
the surface and 0.01Sm−1 below the upper 1040 m. Consequently, the influence of
conductivity distributions on the variability of motionally induced magnetic fields is pre-10

dominantly driven by spatial contrasts of the conductivity.

4 Conclusion and summary

In order to model and simulate ocean circulation induced magnetic fields, a 2-D elec-
tromagnetic induction model is implemented into the ocean global circulation model
OMCT. This combination gives the unique possibility to not only calculate motionally15

induced magnetic signals, but to assess the impact of oceanographic phenomena on
the induction process. All necessary oceanic quantities for the estimation of ocean
global circulation induced magnetic signals are calculated by the model. In this study,
we focused on the question to what extent spatial and temporal variability in sea-water
conductivity influences oceanic induced magnetic fields. Over the simulation period of20

one year, it is shown that assuming a globally uniform sea-water conductivity is insuf-
ficient in order to accurately capture the variability of the oceanic induced magnetic
signal. Applying a three dimensional non-uniform conductivity distribution rather than
a globally constant conductivity increases the temporal variability of the magnetic field
up to 45 % in equatorial regions. In polar regions, a decrease of up to 20 % is detected.25

Hence, assuming an ocean-wide uniform conductivity leads to an underestimation of
the variability of the motionally induced magnetic field in equatorial regions and to an
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overestimation in polar regions. These variations are only partly explained by hori-
zontal gradients in the inhomogeneous sea-water conductivity distribution. The results
show that especially vertical gradients in the conductivity distribution together with the
bathymetry form a key feature for changes in the variability of the motionally induced
magnetic signal. Ocean currents and their temporal variability in the upper ocean are5

amplified (dampened) in equatorial regions (polar regions) by the vertical conductiv-
ity structure and are, in turn, much more (less) visible in the induced magnetic signal.
However, accounting additionally for temporally variable conductivity has negligible im-
pact on the temporal variability of the magnetic field.

In past studies, different modelling approaches and parameterizations have been10

used to simulate global ocean induced magnetic fields. There is a consensus regarding
the small variability and, consequently, its difficult detectability and separability from
other magnetic signals in satellite data, e.g., in many regions, the crustal magnetic
field has comparable or higher amplitudes in satellite measurements. The temporal
variations of the oceanic induced magnetic field, however, distinguish it from the static15

crustal field. Thus, it is of particular importance to account for a realistic conductivity
distribution in the ocean, in order to capture the temporal variability of the induction
process more accurately, which may help future studies to easier detect global ocean
induced magnetic signals in satellite-based measurements.

The results of this study are not solely confined to magnetic fields that are induced20

by ocean global circulation. In principle, the findings are independent from the configu-
ration of the ocean model, the electromagnetic induction model and other assumptions
like the exact value of the globally uniform conductivity used in the constant conductiv-
ity experiment. In consequence, related studies dealing with, e.g., toroidal motionally
induced magnetic signals, tidal ocean velocities or eddy-resolving model approaches25

may also benefit from this paper.
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Figure 1. Annual mean sea-water conductivity of the upper ocean in Sm−1. The black merid-
ional lines indicate the locations of the sections in the Fig. 2a and b. The black contour line
indicates the mean conductivity of 3.5 Sm−1.
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Figure 2. Meridional sections of sea-water conductivity distribution at 90◦ E (a) and 182◦ E (b).
Ocean depth is given in m. The black contour line indicates the mean conductivity of 3.5 Sm−1.
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Figure 3. Annual mean values of motionally induced magnetic field at sea level altitude due to
ocean global circulation from the constant conductivity experiment in nano Tesla (nT).
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Figure 4. Standard deviation of motionally induced magnetic field at sea level altitude due to
ocean global circulation from the constant conductivity experiment in nano Tesla (nT).
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Figure 5. Influence of the spatially variable conductivity on the variability of the motionally
induced magnetic field.
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Figure 6. Relative difference between depth-mean conductivity used in the spatially-variable-
conductivity experiment and globally constant conductivity of 3.5 Sm−1 used in the constant
conductivity experiment. The black contour line highlights the transition from positive to negative
values.
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Figure 7. Annual mean depth-integrated ocean flow velocities over the upper 1040 m.
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Figure 8. Standard deviation of depth-integrated ocean flow velocities over the upper 1040 m.
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